Binding
Step 1: Preparing and Cutting Fabric for Binding

Fold fabric to either cut on the crosswise grain for just a little stretch or on the bias for
enough stretch to use on curved edges. I don’t cut through more than 4 layers at a
time. From that edge, I will make my 2" cuts.

Now you have lots of strips! Each bias strip will be the same length and all the ends
will be diagonal, so there's no waste when attaching them. Now you can line the ends
up, right sides facing, allowing for a 1/4" overlap.
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Step 2: Stitching & Pressing the Binding

Using a short stitch length of 2 or less, stitch 1/4" seam.

Continue until you have attached them all (or as many as needed).
Then you need to press then entire strip evenly in half like this:
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Step 3: Attach the Binding
Before you begin, square off your quilt with a rotary cutter and a good long ruler. You
may find it handy to use a large machine basting stitch all the way around your quilt,
at a scant 1/4", just to hold all layers in place.
It's helpful to lay the binding all around the perimeter of the quilt, ensuring that no
binding seams fall where you will be mitering corners. It's not the end of the world if
that happens, but avoiding it will make smooth even binding. Leaving a 10", line up
the beginning of the binding's raw edge with the outer raw edge of the quilt. See
photo.
Start sewing! Use a ¼” seam so that the binding
won't overlap any ¼” seams on the quilt top, or
cover any triangle points you may have near the edge.
There are a LOT of layers here. Take your time.
If you don't have an even feed foot with feed
dogs for the top, then pin. Don't sew over pins.
Here comes the corner! I like to finger press the
binding like this to create a line so that I know
when I am approaching the end of the quilt.

You need to stop stitching ¼” before the end.
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Now fold like this, using the angled stitch off line as your guide.

Then turn the quilt and stitch again at a 1/4 “ seam from the top edge, all the way
down until you are 1/4 inch shy of the next end. Repeat. You just mitered your
binding.

When you are about 1 foot away from where
you started, stitch off. You should have 2 tails
like this.
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You cut off tail 1 not any shorter than the half way, point between the two tails.

Now lay tail 1 on top of tail 2 and mark tail 2 with a pin or marking device right where
tail 1 ends.

Mark a vertical line exactly two inches (or the width of your open binding strip) longer,
to the left of the pin on tail 2. Cut vertically there. This will create an overlap identical
to the width of the actual strips when they are open. If you use binding at a different
width, use that length for this step.
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In order to connect the tail ends, you will need to bunch up the quilt for ease. With
right sides facing, match up the front corner of tail 1 with the back corner of tail 2.
The asterix in the diagram marks the matched corner. Pin.

Draw a diagonal line as your guide, from unmatched corner to unmatched corner.
Stitch along this line with the pin to the right.
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Clip off the pinned corner, leaving a ¼” seam allowance. Press seam open.

Now lay the quilt edge flat, and the binding should fall perfectly into place. Press if
needed.

Now you can continue stitching the binding on at 1/4 inch seam. Just overlap from
where you left off. Now look what happens when you press all the binding back!
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Handstitching or Topstitch
Start in an inconspicuous place under where the binding will fall and begin stitching
like this. It's called a ladder stitch (blind stitch). The point is to NOT be able to see
these stitches. Most of the thread will be under the backing fabric. Space the stitches
evenly, and catch only a few threads of the binding fabric. Each stitch will begin into
the backing fabric and come out the binding's edge.

When you get to the corners, tuck them in opposite to how they lay on the front. This
way the bulk will be evenly distributed.
While I'm there, I ladder stitch my miters closed. A ladder stitch tightens like a zipper
when you pull it. This is not necessary. I'm not sure many people do it. I definitely
would close these miters if I were making wider bindings.

When you end each thread as you go, make a close and secure knot. Stitch back
through the binding and out. Pull gently so that the knot pops inside the quilt. Then
clip that stray thread right off to make it disappear. DONE!
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